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our hisnE first of January or the year lsl7 shall be a memorable day in
T tory; because on It, Bolivar landed on the American content, never more
to abandon it.
The liberator had found Margarita freed by the efforts of Arismendi; but
he did not find this chief on the celebrated scene of his brilliant achievements;
because Arisniendi, as soon as he had obtained the absolute independence of the
Island, had acssed over to Barcelona with 400 men to assist the operations of
the war: an extraction of troops which was only due to the Influence of that
leader over the Margarltan Islanders, usually reluctant to leave their country.
This circumstance decided the Liberator to proceed to Barcelona In preference.
Both chiefs met there and embraced each other.
Venen&a felt the presence of her Liberator. The Independence already
seamed to be secure. Valiant chieftain sallied out from forests and deeerta
anxlousto fight under the orders of the hero; and in such a manner was the
authority of the chief in the operations of the war acknowledged, that even
the principal promoter of the mutiny of Gains saw himself forced to receive
and obey him. "The beet harmony reigns betweçi myself and Maxine," Hoff.
tar wrote confidentially to his friend Leandro Paiadoe.
Happy we, if by that harmony, sincere on the part of Bolivar, the door bad
been forever closed on the paltry and Insolent rivalries which produced so
many evils, even In Jute epochs!
And now, what will the liberator do at Barcelona V What shall be his plans
to attain the independence of Venezuela? Bolivar will renew In the East the
esne prodigies which announced his name In 1818 In the Wert. He will strug.
gle unceasingly; he will persevere; advantageously at times, unfortunate at
others, disregarding the threats
all of the enemy; be will reserve to his conduct
the weight of the affairs and the risks of the undertaking; he shall encourage his friends. and that long campaign about to be opened on the shores of
the Neveri, on the coast of the Caribbean Sea, shall end with the liberty of the
New World, far away at the Desaguadero and In the lands of the PotS, by
the Immortal battle of Syacucho I
(fl8)
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I shall recall at this place that the Liberator did not limit his purpose to
giving independence to Venezuela and New Granada; but that be determined
to purge the whole of America of Spaniards, and with this resolution he wrote
from Barcelona, having scarcely landed: "The troops of Urdaneta have already joined those of Zansa; when this army shall have the arms It needs,
and joins our forces, there will be formed a mass of 10,000 men, with whom we
will be able to march without Impediment to Santa F6 and Peru, and liberate
those provinces from the yoke of the tyrants who oppress them."
This appears an extravagance, nonconformable and unproportlonate with the
circumstances of affairs; and It is no less than the Influence of destiny, affording to the kern eminent and magnificent objects, so that his greatness may find
new roads, and his faina be more widely spread.
On his landing at Barcelona, the Liberator saw himself with scarcely any
beeps to command, as he had carried over very few, and the army of the Intenor had spread In all direction Monagas, Zaraza, and Parn operated on
different point.; Plar and Cedeno threatened Guayana; Marino war at Onmans. With all the efforts of the active and Influential General Pedro Maria
Freita, only 800 men could be added to the 400 brought by Axismendi from
Margarita. Boll van intended to occupy the valleys of the province of Caracas,
and to take the capital, whom the installment of a Congress would beanevent
of great Importance and interest. He marched, then (8th of January), at the
head of those troops, the greater portion recruits, and attacked the royalists In
the infrencbments of Unare, oppRte Clarines. There existed there a body of
850 men, commanded by the Spanish captain Don Francisco Jimenez, whom
Torrents styles as " most valiant," and who was no more than a subaltern of
Morales. Jimenez resisted the attack and defeated Bolivar, who was forced to
return to Barcelona with very few soldiers, and leaving In the power of the
enemy munitions muskets, and other elements of war. "Misfortun;" Justly
observes Restrepo, " then panned the Liberator in all his enterprises, which he
certainly undertook without the necessary resources and mean Be confided
too muck In the love of independence, which he supposed animated all the
Venezuelans. Fallacious hope at that epoch, which was on the point of coating
the 11Th of the supreme chief; If Providence had not preserved his precious
days, that he might fWflII the important acts which he should execute In the
benefit of the greater part of South America I
The cares of Bolivar were now limited to reorganizing his Owes., and to
await with this base the attack of the Spanish chieft; an attack which was
soon to take place, as Moxo was pushing forward at Onituco, the formation of
a column of 4,000 men, which was confided to the command of Brigadier Don
Pascual Real, and with him came Morales and Aldama; the first as chief of a
division of infantry, the second at the head of another of cavalry.
Many and active were the measures adopted by the supreme chief to recruit
soldiers; but In spite of all, be could scarcely count upon 800 undisciplined men,
with whom be could not offer combat, but he resolved to resist In the convent
of the Franciscans of Barcelona, fortified end provisioned as a point of 4..
fence. This place1 destined to the retirement of monks, was not truly a "Cams
Fuerte," for all that the Liberator may have styled it so; only the most daring
and nab spirit could have inclosed lfrself there to await the prompt attack of
'latter to Colonel Leandro Paladoe, 2d of January, 1817.
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the royalists, who could can the total sacrifice and extcmlnatiot of the
ots.
The royalist army realized its march with great rapidity and appeared before
Barcelona on the 8th of February, taking possession of the bridge and principal M(1ar3 with the greater part of their forces, increased, besides, with 1,900
men from Clarinet
On conceiving the thought of resisting In the Can Puerto, Bol ivar necessarily
relied on the succors which could be given him by Mariflo and the other independent duo, and he bad immediately sent the sub-chief of the army of
the East, General Caries Soublette, to Cumana to solicit help from Marito.
Marino was at his headquarters In the pita of Cantaro, and scarcely had he
received the menage, when be prepared to march to Bnrclona to protect him.
He assembled the principal officers of his army and pointed out to them the
situation of the Liberator. "We should not allow," he said to them, "that he
should be the victim of the ferocity of the enomleawhoareslsoonrs; lens
prepare to march to his succor."
Guevara, Valdes, Aimarlo, manifested no repugnance, but Bermudez, who
still harbored some baked, and be did not pardon the occasion to authorize It
as a motive to disregard the solicitude of Bolivar.
Then Marine, Interrupting him, "I can scarcely believe what you say," he
said; "then we will abandon Bolivar inperil, and we shall allow the Vandals
to triumph over hint I And shall Freltes and4tlsnien4 and rssnsiiI'g Mends
and patriots, who are with bun, perish? PbS cannot be."
"My general," replied Bermudez, resolutely and with an expression of Indslinable sincerity, "I am ready to mart"
This scene depicts truly the heart of Marine: noble, generous, Incapable of
meanness - . - The liberator was In danger; he set out on the spot to rescue
him... I know that he loved him as a brother, and his remembrance filled
his soul with gratitude and Ineffable joy. If Bolivar had seen himself In a
thousand dangers, from a thousand dangers would Marino have saved him,
exposing resolutely his life. He did not recall old disputes, and forgot all, all,
In the bosom of reconciliation. It Is Indeed deplorable that that soul, so simple, so magnanimous and liberal; such noble sentiments; such a valiant hea,t.,
so Intrepid that he never knew what was the shade of fear; should et the
Isjury of self-love and vanity, of the desire of aclSve preference which perverted and corrupted all.
The disposable force of Marino, which did not amount to mete than 1,200
men, marched to Barcelona on the 20th of January, a part by land, a pad by
sea, Pozuelo being pointed out as the rendezvous. Colonel Antonio José Sucre
remained, charged with the command of the province of Crnn..a; the same
one who from this on we shall behold cover himself with Immortal glory.
Magns apes altars Born..
On the some day that Real arrived at Barcelona, Bermudez also arrived at
Poruelos. This last was Informed that the enemy bad opened their fire on the
patriots of the Ow Puerto, andwith that haughtinees proper to his character
and strength of mind, he sent a snesasge to Real ordering him to retreat, as
Bermudez had arrived. Real retreated to Juncal, and Immediately to Olarines,
where he stationed hlmscg to suffer scarcities and the greatest desertion.
The forces of Marino entered Barcelona, and Bermudez had the pleasure of
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- the Cut to see Deliver. This one sallied out to the other side of the
bridge, and opening his arms to the proud C"'n he .a4 "I come to embrace the liberator of the Liberstot" In effect, they cordially embraced each
other, and without speaking to each other for many minutes, the tears shed
by both represented well bow Sneers and usefol was that reconciliation. Finally.
Beymodos broke the dns, and — '-'d, as If to reline himself: "Hotaa ioa AzzimA I.Tflb
P'
Amongst the causeo alleged by Real to Jutl4 his retrograde movement, that
on which he laid must sU was the scarcity of provlslon. 4and want of siegeartillery. But, If well considered, the besieged should have had greater scarcity, and the royalists, even without iiege.cdllery, could have given an assault
at the point of the bayonet, and have decided by one blow the campaign. So
tint we have to conclude, to say the truth, that the comm of Bermuda contributed its part, whose s—age was lacionk as It was eloquent.
Bolivar awaited, and desired that the enemy might .ct.n to attack him at
Bssveloea. He foresaw the victory; but Real could never put himself In so.
cod with the chief of the fleet to obtain the slegoctilhery which he required
(so corrupted and mlr..sieged was the service amongst some of the royalist
bo&ee) and remained In Inaction.
All was the will of Providence to save Bolivar from the greet perils he ran.
The Liberator pared In Barcelona, In vain expectation, not only the rat of
the month of Febnw7, but also part of March. Meanwhile, provisions were
becoming scanty, the abounding fields having been destroyed by the war, and,
above all, the bat opportunity of operating In the Interior was being loss,
where various patriot ob io maintained themselves, If not with advantage, at
S with hope and movement. Impatient at this delay, which led to nothing
pod, Bolivar resolved to leave Barcelona, to remove to Margarita the elements
of war which he would not require for the CM campaign, and to lead the troops
to Gusyana, when P1st, more than ever active and fortunate, harassed Ut
Spaniards disputing the possession of the ocuntz'.
Thi, plan was proper, and was received with approbation by the principal
chitS of the army. The dlent columns operating In Barcelona, Cumin and
Guayana, joined In one body, the Independent forces would make themselves
respectable, and they could That nothing from the Spanish army always encamped on the line of the Unare. It could even happen theta fortunate moore would open Bolivar the way to the capital, abundant In resources, before
Moriulo and his hordes could ocoupy It, and fix there a base of operations;
which, until their, did not exist. If this should not happen, It was evident that
Guayana could be occupied and the comrtnMm established by the Orinoco,

'Liberator from that moment thought a gnat deal of Bermuda. His
warlike qualities were eminent, and his beast was that of a chili How not love
that man, so patriotic, so brave and disinterested; that man who was never known
to vacillate In matter of valor, love of county, and liberty! Always led satiny by
an Impatience which Is not easily excused, and which I shall always condemn,
Without power tocontsln himself In reasonable terms, he Sled to the rapcGt due
to the L berator, and Indignantly onded him, passing from personality to Insult,
and from Insult to rude and criminal threats; but afterwards he washed out this
stain by abundant end sincere, hesstMt team, and the tlendship of Bermuda was
true.
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with the Independents of Spurt The provinces of the east would form the right
of the line of operations, the Spurs the left, and the divisions of Zarags and
Monagas would be considered as advanced bodies against aracaa and Barcelona. Thus, the affairs of the war were taking an Imposing feature.
Unfortunately, the municipal authorities of the city opposed this project,
and encouraged by the Governor Francisco Esteban Ribas, they offered to do.
fend the city of Barcelona, which remained abandoned, if they would only have
left the battalion "Barcelona," and some arms and ammunition.
There was much patriotism In this pretension, but It was indiscreet and onmilitary. The Liberator Immediately opposed It, representing to Rib.. (the
most persistent in the ides of always occupying Barcelona), that they should
necessarily regularize the operations of the various bodies which operated in dl.tent localities, and to give unity and conceit t.o those same operations; that,
above all, the first thing was to seek a base, and Barcelona was not it, nor could
be It. Guayana was called upon by Its geographical position to become the
base of ulterior combinations; also, the dismemberment of the army was
absurd, that once distant, the division which was to march to Gusyana, the
royalists would attack the Gaas Fuerte, with all probability of good exit
Then solid reasons did not produce the desired effect of the persuasion; but,
on the contrary, the number of those who begged Bolivar with team In their
eyes to leave some force In the city, was Increased.
The Liberator then convoked a council of war, and, submitted to debate the
subject of the evacuation or preservation of Barcelona. After a long conference,
they agreed affirmatively to the second extreme.
The Liberator condescended reluctantly; and this weakness, born from the
circumstances, cost the lives of hundreds of confiding and Inexpert men, who
were hallucinated by the love of country.
Bolivar was, I have already said many times, unflinching, but he gave way
on this occasion because he did not consider his authority yet well secured.
With the view of obviating as much as possible the evils he foresaw, be left
the General Pedro Maria Frelta with 400 soldiers as garrison, ordering him to
enclose himself in the Convent, or Can Fuerte, to protect some 800 persons
more who had taken refUge there. The rest of the force (2,000 men) were to
march-under the command of Marino, to Guayaca..
A very satisfactory communication from Plsç which was at that moment delivered to Bolivar by the Colonel .Toeé Manuel Olivarea, Secretary of Cedeno,
came to excite more and more the purpose of taking Guayana. Pier said that
he had obtained some advantages, and It was not to be dnubted that, the attack
being strengthened and the operations better disposed, the exit would be
successful.
The Liberator took up his line of march at the break of day of the 28th
March, accompanied by only fifteen officers and a few orderlies.
Three bourn afterwards, the troops of Marino marched out by columns
The risks that General Bolivar ran in that long travel are to be supposed;
the country Infested by guerrillas, and Aldama having been notified by anticipated advicea from Barcelona IteelZ informing him of the voyage meditated
by the Liberator. Notwithstanding, as this one had to fulfill an Important
mission which was as yet uncompleted, no ball wounded bins, no - frightened him, no ambush found him unprepared. No one could surprise him.
Destiny, or, speaking In Christian sense, Providence protected him. At qula.
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mere, a spot full of brambles and p1ts the Colonel Paro, who was in advance
discovered a hostile ambush; he gave notice and dismounted. Bolivar, who
was following, did the same and In a load value, he begin to give orders
commending attacks on the tight and left; the fire of the escort correspondbig to the voice of order; and the enemies who believed the form to be greater, retreated, leaving the mad undisturbed. The guerrillas of Qulamare were
led by a negro named Jesus Aleman, who entered the town of San Mateo a
little after the passing through it, of the Liberator. When he was Informed of
the small escort which accompanied him, he refused to believe It, and to this
circumstance was owing, perhaps, that he did pursue him.
The Liberator strived at the Orinoco, and crowed it at the bead of the Island of
Bernabela In a canoe, given him by the commandant Don Pantaleoez Qunn'.
He met Mar in the vicinity of Angostura, which place this general was besieging. He was confirmed In thu idea of fixing the base of operations at Guayaaa,
and he returned to Chaparro (17th April), resolved to bring Into this province
the park of Barcelona, and to increase the forces of Plot with those he had left
under the command of Martha and Freltes.
The plan was the assault of Angostura.
Solver met at Palmita, near Chapano, the columns of Bermudez and YaMs..
He was there Informed of the unfortunate news of the lose of Barcelona, the
very Important one of the defection of Maztho who had openly disobeyed his
commands, marching to Csrlaco.
By consequence of the retreat of the Brigadier Real upon the Unare, and his
following Inaction, the Captain-General Moxo rI4ned him from the cornmand,qualifying him an unable, and conferred lton the colonel D. Joan Ald.ma This new chieftain, wishing to accredit himself, moved Immediately his
troop. against Barcelona, and pressed the siege of the Casa Puerto, In whlch
unfortunately, Preites had shot himself up. A multitude of all sexes and ages
took refuge In It, fleeing from the outrages and cruelties o? the Spaniards. Be.
hind parapets the soldiers of Aldarna erected their batteries, at about a thousand yards distant from the facade of the Convent, fronting on the east, and
began to open a breach. The republicans rnleted with desperate bravery.
Finite. and Bibaa, calm, active, Mi of fire, resolved to sacrifice themselves to
save their brethren, performed miracles of valor, but the odds and the artillery
finally triumphed. The ferocious soldiers of the wicked Aldna gave no quarters. They macred nearly 700 soldiers, and more than 800 old men, women
and children. Many persons took rcthge in the Church, but even there, In that
acted asylum, they were assassinated without pity. Blood was shed even in the
sanctuary. Only four women were preserved by Aldams to satiate his baseness.
He ordered fifty Invalids to be massacred In the hospital; and be sent Ribas
and Prelim in a dying state to Caracas, where they were hung by Mon What
desolation I What a dreadful sacrifice I
The good citizens of Barcelona had no remembrance of any such a groat disaster. Blood flowed through the streets, and the fragments of the human body
unconsumed by the fire, served as a grateful repast to the dogs and other animals. lt would not be believed lf I should write as It really was. The most
Ingenious malice cannot Invent the atrocities and crimes which were committed by Aldama and his soldiers. The church became a house of lasciviousnose, and dead bodies 'served as the jeers, the Insensible forms being the some
of base Infamies.
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The name of the Colonel Don Jiia tDan should pass to posterity, no that
with that of Bovee, Morillo, Boasts, Monies, AnSflnus tuna and others, it
may be coveted with the most batefol execration.*
My readers, win allow me before going any fUrther In my relation of historical
events, to turn again our attention to the army of Mari o, and to ask with teason why he did notflyto the rescneof the besieged? Wbatwcbedoingthat
he could not go to save so many patriots, an entire population threatened with
death by the most cruel of those who came with the expedition I Bolivar, It is
true, had given the order of march; but It was not to be Inferred from this that
he should neglect Barcelona to the point of abandoning her to her own issources, and this when the army was only afow daye march distant, and It was
easy for him to help. What happened then that the General-in-cbief should
behave In this strange and truly Inexcusable ms.nner?
The troops of Marino could well have (as they were only a short distance
from Baioelona) come to the help of Frettes and the unhappy beings who were
Inclosed In the Can Feats. Marino received dispatch upon dispatch from
Freltee, who advised of his situation, and solicited with urgent prayers to succor;
but In those moments the seeds of disunion, fed by the army, were being developed, and therefore all concerted and generous movement was made impossible.
Marl flow whose achievements were of extraordinary merit, even In that time when
pnweesss were common, valiant and a soldier by character and constitution, refused to serve In the East under the orders of the Liberator, and he dreamt of
returning to Onmaná at the bead of the troops which he had brought from there
to operate independently. Several chiefs and officers warned his purposes:
but Soublett.e, Arismeudi, Bermudas and Valdes opposed them. That beginning of Insubordination and anarchy naturally caused grave disorders, because
the followers of Marino spread the sinister rumor that the Liberator bad been
murdered by a guerrilla on the road of Guayana, news that was belied by adtees of Monagas, saying that he had passed by Sts Asia safe and sound. And
as Marino wished to give a new organization to the forces he commanded, Bermudez and Valdes opposed themselves to the nomination of the chief of gnus.
diem and the guard of honor of the general-in-cbl4 the scandal of the dispute
going to such an extreme of these taking arms to sustain their opposition. it
Is unnecessary to say that, in the warmth of these purposes there was nothing
else than the very same purposes, and when Marifto was disposed to countermarch to the rescue of Freites, it was too late. The officer Raimondo Fre1tes
brother of the unfortunate Pedro, with a few other fugitives, appeared to say,
that Barcelona no longer existed, and the banner of Castle floated over her ruins.
Ambition, then, that galling egotistical passion, was the cause of the abandonment of those noble patriots, martyrs of liberty, who paid with their blood
the immoderate desires of the chief of the republican forces.
• In the catastrophe of the "Can Pacts" of Barcelona, that young Englishman, Chamberlain, who so decisively followed our cause, was also buried. To evade
faDing a prisoner to the royalists, and being oppressed by Aldsnza, he shot hlm..fl
with a pistol. His wife, Eulalla Buros, was taken prisoner by a Spanish omen
who wished to esren her, and afterwards force her to forget the memory of her
husband; but she drew a pistol and shot the Spaniard, leaving him dead at be
feeti. .. Shown on the spot out to pieces by the royal soldiery, who left bar s
mangled mass...
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It is tugs, that amongst the generals who accompanied Martha in his fatal
disobedience, should be numbered Urdaneta; and lot other historians say what
they will, It Is the truth, that not only did that chief not refose the command of
the division which Marino offered bins, but that when the separation was carried
out, be went along with him to Carlaco. Marino openly opposed the orders of
the Ubeator: he divided the army and gave the fatal example of disobedience.
Urdaneta continued to obey him I
Ariamendi, Anustlo, Bermuda, and Valdes separated from Marino, and
returned to Chaparro to await the orders of Boll vat.
At Paimita, ma has already been said, near Chapano, the Liberator slot the
division who remained falthM to him. The sorrow cauaed'blm by the news of
the Ices of Barcelona, and the surprise produced to him by the defection of
MarlAo cannot be described. "Until when,"t he exclaimed, "shall General
Nariflo continue to torment no with his pretension of command? Does he
not consider the evil he inflicts on the country by that thirst which nothing
quenches?"
The forces that were at Ralmito ascended to little more than 600 men; with
thwn the Liberator took up his march to the Orinoco, leaving Manages and
few other subalterns at different paints on the plains to harass the enemy.
The rainy season, that had already set In, caused the fording of the Orinoco to
be difficult, which was at last executed in small canoes, during the 25th and
26th of April, two leagues above the mouth of the river ho.
Barcelona destroyed, Marine separated in defection, the glory of the republic
withered, the towns sacked and almost devoid of subsistence, Bolivar should
still And in his great effort. resources capable to resist the coming of the evils
which were being prepared against Venezuela. Morillo had returned from the
kingdom of Santa F6, to exterminate the elements of the Independence by the
strength of his operations and the considerable force of his armies. He fortified
the town of San Fernando, he levied new troops to replace the vacancies, he
ordered General Latonu to embark In the Apure for Angostura with the battalion Cachiri and detachments of other bodies, and he himself set out to Ohspain to join the army commanded there by Aldama. In the execution of this
great disposition, he received news that an expedition from Spain had arrived
at the fort of O""' (21st of May), wider the orders of the General Don José
Canterac with the battalion Burgos, two of Navarro, a squadron of lancers, another of riflemen, and a company of artillery, with the force of 2,600 men.
Canterac should assist Morillo in Costa Firms, and proceed Immediately to
Peru by Panamd. "The probabilities of victory were than Increased," writes a
Spanish author,"froze the moment that Menlo saw himself reinforced by this
brilliant division, and from the moment that be counted upon the active cooperation of such a brave chie4 whose distinguished opinion, attained in the
war against the first soldiers of the world, was the most solid guarantee that he
should confirm in this new theatre, that the shield of his birth was to be less
brilliant than personal virtues."
Notwithstanding, nothing of all this could disturb the Liberator; nor the
rapid progress of such ardent enemies. "We will conquer them," he always
aid, "and we shalt give liberty to America."
And it happened thus.
Be conquered Morillo In Colombia; Canterac In Peru.
Torrents qn.Mfl.s Bolivar as "daring and Indomitable, magnificent, with all the
20
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shades of absurdity, religious without the least sign of Christian toe, $ warrior more by Impetus than by reflection." Let this royalist writer say what be
pleases, contemporaries named Bolivar Lwzasron; a title superior to all
those conferred on human pride; posterity, in hymns of gratitude, will call
him the semi-god of America
An absurd and thoughtless warrior cannot conquer: be cannot destroy expeditions on expeditions; be cannot break the brazen chain which united two
worlds, nor raise altars to liberty, where there are only deserts left by the despotism of three centuries!
To elevate to the rank of nations, on this side of the Atlantic, the innumerable
people who tributed to the crown of Spain the homage of obedience and humble vassalage, it was necessary that Bolivar should be the remarkable minister
of the eternal decrees. Notwithstanding, this hero, who threw on his shoulders
the weight of an entire world; the one elected from eternity to preside the
great movement of the American revolution; he, whose bands God armed with
the lightning of power, and on whose brow he wrote the titles of his destiny, Is
the same one whom the royalist writers mock and scoff at! Insensata I The
words of Din and Torrenta are stupidities: the works of Bolivar are the glory
of America I the liberty of many millions of men! th definitive triumph of
principles over the old school of Ignorance and despotism I

